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Frederick William Dame 
(Exercising freedom of speech … as long as it still exists.) 

 
JUST THINKING 

 

Number 79 
 
 
http://israel21c.org/health/the-top-12-most-amazing-israeli-medical-advances/  
They are: 
 
1. ApiFix system to correct severe curvature of the spine (scoliosis) minimizes risks, scar 

size, complications, recovery time and cost. The miniature ratchet mechanism has 

successfully been implanted in 15 patients so far. 

2.  

 

2. Argo Medical Technologies’ Rewalk robotic exoskeleton from was featured on the hit TV 

show “Glee” and enabled paraplegic runners in London and Tel Aviv to complete 

marathons. The ReWalk Rehabilitation model currently is used by patients in rehab centers 

from New York to Dusseldorf.  

3. Gamida Cell is developing stem-cell therapy products to treat blood cancers, solid tumors, 

non-malignant blood diseases such as sickle-cell anemia, autoimmune diseases and genetic 

metabolic diseases.  

4. GI View Aer-O-Scope disposable colorectal cancer screening device, now in US trials, 

will make lifesaving colonoscopy screenings cheaper, safer and more accessible worldwide. 

The self-navigating, flexible Aer-O-Scope removes the risk of perforating the colon, provides 

superior imaging and can be used by a trained nurse or technician so a gastroenterologist does 

not have to be present. 

5. IceCure Medical’s IceSense3 has been used by US doctors since 2011 to remove benign 

breast lumps in a 10-minute ultrasound-guided procedure that penetrates the tumor and 

engulfs it with ice. The system is being clinically tested over the next few years against small 

malignant breast tumors as well. The procedure is done in a doctor’s office, clinic or breast 

center, and the patient can get up and leave afterward with no recovery period or post-care. 
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6. InSightec’s ExAblate OR uses MRI-guided focused ultrasound to destroy tumors and 

uterine fibroid cysts without surgery.  

 

7. IonMed’s BioWeld1 bonds surgical incisions using cold plasma — instead of painful 

stitches, staples or glue – within minutes, sealing and disinfecting the wound with minimal 

scarring and recovery time. 

 

8. Nano Retina’s Bio-Retina, a tiny implantable device inserted into the retina in a 30-

minute procedure, turns into an artificial retina that melds to the neurons in the eye. Activated 

by special eyeglasses, the device transforms natural light into an electrical impulse that 

stimulates neurons to send images to the brain.  

9. NanoPass Technologies’ MicronJet is a unique, FDA-approved single-use needle for 

painless delivery of vaccines into the skin using semiconductor technology. The product has 

been proven to generate superior immune response with less vaccine, because it does not go 

past the skin level.  
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10. OrSense’s NBM-200 non-invasive monitor is relied upon by blood donation centers in 40 

countries for continuous and spot measuring of potential donors’ hemoglobin level (to check 

for anemia) and other blood parameters.  

11. Surpass Medical’s NeuroEndoGraft flow diverters redirect blood flow from a brain 

aneurysm (a bulge in a weak artery wall), so that a stable clot can form and the potentially 

fatal aneurysm no longer is in danger of rupturing.  

12. VitalGo Systems’ Total Lift bed is the world’s only hospital-grade bed that can elevate a 

patient from a lying to a fully standing position — and all points in between — for treatment 

and transfer with no lifting required of the caregiver.  

 
JT:  The irony is that these 12 medical advances/inventions will surely help to save 
Muslims' lives also, while Muslims are commanded by Muhammad and the Koran to 
kill Jews.  Any Muslim will tell you that only peaceful Islam creates an atmosphere 
where such advances/discoveries can be made, or that Allah wanted the Jews to 
make these inventions so that Muslim lives could be saved and be free to kill Jews.  
Muslims might also tell you and force you to believe that Muslims have 
developed/invented the above.  Under ObamaCare these inventions will most likely 
be unavailable. 

*** 
 
 

 
 
Source:  http://media-cache-ec0.pinimg.com/736x/e1/bf/13/e1bf131ce644319e9637a4abe3a058fc.jpg 
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JT:  Yup, That's how ObamaCare socialism is.  It doesn't function.  It will eventually 
dysfunction itself into oblivion. 

*** 
Jeryl Bier of Weekly Standard.com reports, “Buried in the source code of 
Healthcare.gov is this sentence that could prove embarrassing: ‘You have no 
reasonable expectation of privacy regarding any communication or data transiting or 
stored on this information system.’ Though not visible to users and obviously not 
intended as part of the terms and conditions, the language is nevertheless a part of 
the underlying code for the ‘Terms & Conditions’ page on the site. After creating an 
account on Healthcare.gov, users are asked to click an ‘I accept’ button under some 
routine Terms & Conditions prohibiting unauthorized attempts to upload information 
or change the website. Once users click the button, they may proceed to shop for 
insurance and enter detailed personal information.  However, when the Terms & 
Conditions page is visible, the hidden sentence mentioned above along with several 
others can be seen by using a web browser’s ‘View Source’ feature. …The full 
portion of the code which does not appear on the visible page displayed for users 
reads as follows: ‘You have no reasonable expectation of privacy regarding any 
communication or data transiting or stored on this information system. At any time, 
and for any lawful Government purpose, the government may monitor, intercept, and 
search and seize any communication or data transiting or stored on this information 
system. Any communication or data transiting or stored on this information system 
may be disclosed or used for any lawful Government purpose.’ …The phrase ‘no 
reasonable expectation of privacy’ is actually a stock phrase used in the terms and 
conditions of many government websites and information systems, but those who are 
entering personal, medical and financial information at Healthcare.gov may not find 
that fact reassuring. An email sent on Thursday, October 10, requesting comment 
from Department of Health and Human Services, the agency responsible for the 
website, has not yet been returned.” 
(http://www.weeklystandard.com/blogs/obamacare-website-source-code-no-
reasonable-expectation-privacy_762489.html)  
 
JT:  I'm not surprised.  Methinks this is reason enough not to sign up for ObamaCare.  
As a matter of fact, not signing up for ObamaCare would be a good method to shoot 
it down.  Nobody should sign up for ObamaCare.  I herewith call for a nationwide 
boycott of ObamaCare. 

*** 
 
 
“Michelle and I extend our best wishes for a joyous Eid al-Adha to Muslims around 
the world and congratulate those performing the Hajj this year. As our Muslim 
neighbors and friends gather for Eid celebrations, Muslim Americans are among the 
more than three million pilgrims joining one of the world’s largest and most diverse 
gatherings, which serves as a reminder of the shared roots of the world’s Abrahamic 
faiths. To commemorate Eid al-Adha, Muslims around the world are joining other faith 
communities in offering their assistance to those suffering from hunger, disease, and 
conflict. Their service is a powerful example of the positive role that faith can play in 
motivating communities to work together to address shared challenges. On behalf of 
the American people, we extend our warmest greetings during this Hajj season. Eid 
Mubarak and Hajj Mabrour.”(http://photos.state.gov/libraries/france/5/pdf/eid2013.pdf)  
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JT:  I'm all for it.  The pilgrims are doing exactly what lunatics do:  pay devotion to the 
moon god Allah.  After their pilgrimage they will return to their home countries and kill 
non-believers for Allah.  Allah hop!  Allah hoop!  Allah hop!! 

*** 
 
 
WWLTV.com reports that “local insurance companies [are] skeptical of Affordable 
Care Act navigators.” Gabriel P. Janusa, President of Demand Insurance & Benefits, 
LLC in Metairie, Louisiana, states, “These navigators, number one, are not licensed 
insurance agents. Number two, they don’t carry errors and omissions insurance. 
Number three, the navigators or organizations that receive the grants, are not 
performing background checks on the individuals that are going to have access to 
your personal, identifiable information.” Patrick Taylor, President of Benefit Planning 
Group in Metairie, says, “They (the government officials) decided not to force them 
(navigators) to be licensed in the State of Louisiana through the Department of 
Insurance, because some of those people are felons. I can’t be a felon and give you 
advice on their health care.” http://www.wwltv.com/news/local/Local-insurance-
companies-skeptical-of-Affordable-Care-Act-navigators-228083881.html.  
 
JT:  I don't understand why the felons can't give advice.  There is a felon is the Oval 
Office and he gives advice in the form of lies every day and no one asks him for it! 

*** 
 
 
JT:  I know that it's very nerve wracking to listen to Obama the Destroyer speak and 
attempt to read between the lines and understand the lies that come out of his upside 
(or downside?).  Nevertheless, here is some more bullshit from Barack Hussein 
Obama, aka The Destroyer.  The comments in parentheses are not crap.  They are 
the truth.  They come from Don Fredrick of The Obama Timeline. 
 

Obama delivers an address about the temporarily resolved spending and debt ceiling 
crisis, saying, “So let’s work together to make government work better, instead of 
treating it like an enemy or purposely making it work worse. That’s not what the 
founders of this nation envisioned when they gave us the gift of self-government. [If] 
You don’t like a particular policy or a particular president? Then argue for your 
position. Go out there and win an election. Push to change it. But don’t break it. Don’t 
break what our predecessors spent over two centuries building. That’s not being 
faithful ta [sic; to] what this country’s about.” (http://cnsnews.com/news/article/susan-
jones/obama-founding-fathers-would-not-have-approved) 

  

Obama says, “These last few weeks have inflicted completely unnecessary damage 
on our economy. We don’t know yet the full scope of the damage, but every analyst 
out there believes it’s slowed our growth. …We know that consumers have cut back 
on spending and that half of all CEOs say that the shutdown and the threat of 
shutdown set back their plans to hire over the next six months.” (Obama does not 
provide proof of his absurd claim. The Obama Timeline has not been unable to find 
evidence that “half of all CEOs” have cut back hiring plans because of the shutdown 
shenanigans. Obama is here getting out in front of the problems that will be caused 
by ObamaCare, blaming them on the Republicans.) “We know that just the threat of 
default—of America not paying all the bills that we owe, on time—increased our 
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borrowing costs, which adds to our deficit.” (Interest costs have not increased 
because of the shutdown negotiations; they have been increasing for more than a 
year.) Obama claims it is “no surprise” that Americans “are completely fed up with 
Washington”—as if he has absolutely nothing to do with Washington. 
(http://cnsnews.com/news/article/susan-jones/obama-warnsshutdown-has-slowed-
our-growth) 

 

He continues, “At a moment when our economic recovery demands more jobs, more 
momentum, we’ve got yet another self-inflicted crisis that set our economy back. And 
for what? There was no economic rationale for all of this.” (The economic rationale 
was to stop ObamaCare—which has been and will be a jobs killer.) Obama brags 
that he cut the deficit in half (neglecting to mention that he first tripled it, and fought 
the spending cuts imposed by the sequestration that helped reduce the deficit.) “We 
hear some members who pushed for the shutdown say they were doing it to save the 
American economy. But nothing has done more to undermine our economy these 
past three years than the kind of tactics that create these manufactured crises. 
…[P]robably nothing has done more damage to America’s credibility in the world—
our standing with other countries—than the spectacle that we’ve seen these past 
several weeks.” (Obama has apparently forgotten about the terrorist attack in 
Benghazi, his shabby treatment of Israel, his abandonment of Egyptian ally Hosni 
Mubarak, his humiliating “red line” comment that allowed Russian President Vladimir 
Putin to play him like a fool, and various other embarrassments.) 
(http://cnsnews.com/news/article/susan-jones/obama-warnsshutdown-has-slowed-
our-growth) 

 

In a stunning demonstration of shamelessness and audacity, Obama lectures, 
“Those of us who have the privilege to serve this country have an obligation to do our 
job as best we can. We come from different parties, but we are Americans first. And 
that’s why disagreement cannot mean dysfunction.  It can’t degenerate into hatred. 
We can debate those differences vigorously, passionately, in good faith. There’s no 
good reason why we can’t govern responsibly, despite our differences. When we 
disagree, we don’t have to suggest that the other side doesn’t love this country or 
believe in free enterprise, or all the other rhetoric that seems to get worse every 
single year.” (The “let’s be civil” Obama makes this statement after he and his 
Democrat comrades spent weeks calling Republicans terrorists, hostage-takers, 
extortionists, arsonists, extremists, and evil partisans who would deny health care to 
the sick and food to starving children.) (http://dailycaller.com/2013/10/17/president-
two-face-obama-sings-a-new-tune-after-government-shutdown-video/ ) 

  

Obama calls on Congress to pass immigration reform (amnesty) legislation: “We 
should finish the job of fixing our broken immigration system. In fact, the Senate has 
already passed a bill with strong bipartisan support that would make the biggest 
commitment to border security in our history, would modernize our legal immigration 
system, make sure everyone plays by the same rules, make sure that folks who 
came here illegally have to pay a fine, pay back taxes, meet their responsibilities. 
That bill has already passed the Senate. It’s sitting there waiting for the House to 
pass it. Now, if the House has ideas on how to improve the Senate bill, let’s hear 
them. Let’s start the negotiations. But let’s not leave this problem to keep festering for 
another year, or two years, or three years. This can and should get done by the end 
of this year.” (CNSNews.com notes, “The bill that the Senate passed not only created 
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a path to citizenship for illegal aliens, but included language specifically stipulating 
that illegal aliens could not be denied conversion to legal resident status and put on 
the citizenship path even if they had committed certain crimes on multiple occasions. 
‘An alien convicted of 3 or more offenses for driving under the influence [DUI] or 
driving while intoxicated on separate dates is inadmissible,’ says the Senate bill. This 
means that an alien who has been convicted of 2 DUIs is admissible. It also means 
an alien who gets 2 DUIs on one day—and then gets a third on another day—is still 
admissible because he did not get 3 or more DUIs ‘on separate dates.’ Language on 
page 777 of the bill appears—on its face—to legitimize counterfeiting and selling up 
to 2 U.S. passports.” The legislation includes penalties for forging three or more 
passports; the Senate Democrats apparently believe forging two is permissible.) 
(http://cnsnews.com/news/article/terence-p-jeffrey/obama-house-now-lets-negotiate-
citizenship-illegals)  

*** 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=JHjm1CPeenw   
 
JT:  Therefore, women should ride camels. 

*** 
 
 

 
 
Source: via http://righttruth.typepad.com/.a/6a00d83451c49a69e2019b001e1bd1970b-500wi 

 
JT:  Yup!  What difference does it make? 

*** 
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http://www.archives.gov/federal-register/executive-orders/obama-subjects.html 
 
JT:  Here's a subject index of executive orders signed by Obama 

*** 
 
 
Concerning Kathleen Sebelius' appearing before Congress. Congressman Leonard 
Lance (R-NJ) tells Fox News Channel’s Greta Van Susteren, “We could subpoena 
her, but usually, the way the system works is that the cabinet secretaries come 
before the committees of jurisdiction. Obviously, we have the ability to subpoena a 
cabinet officer. But I would hope that the secretary would come before the committee. 
Chairman Upton is a very fair person, a very fine chairman. And after all, the 
secretary has time for Jon Stewart. I think she should have time for those of us who 
serve in Congress on these critical questions of this dismal failure so far in the 
rollout.” (http://video.foxnews.com/v/2752767688001/rep-lance-sebelius-refuses-to-
testify-on-obamacare-rollout/)  
 
JT:  Now that's an extremely politically correct commentary.  Therefore Sibelius won't 
comply.  Subpoena her, arrest her, and have her escorted to Congress. 

*** 
 
 
Caroline Kennedy Schlossberg is confirmed by the Senate to become the next U.S. 
ambassador to Japan. (http://abcnews.go.com/Politics/wireStory/caroline-kennedy-
confirmed-ambassador-japan-20593835)  
 
JT:  Rumor has it that she could not take her oath of office because she cannot 
speak a single, simple sentence in English without ers, uhs, ahs, stuttering etc.  She 

signed the oath of office with her signature … X! 

*** 
 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=ZbA3bVCZ8xA 
 
JT:  Methinks this is Moosechelle who was looking for a place to park before going 
for some XXXLLL hamburgers! 

*** 
 
 
Pelosi: Watching Reid Made Me Wet Myself 

WASHINGTON (BHN) - House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi gushed over Senate Majority 

Leader Harry Reid on Wednesday afternoon in an interview with MSNBC’s Andrea Mitchell.  

 

"He was superb, at times making perfect sense, hardly farting at all, and wearing just a 

beautiful suit," said the frantically-blinking Pelosi. "I realized later his performance had made 

me wet myself - he was that good." 

 

Reactions on the other side of aisle were somewhat similar, as several Republicans said the 

Senate Majority Leader's performance made them "want to puke. 
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Source:  http://www.bighairynews.com/2013/10/pelosi-watching-reid-made-me-wet-myself.html. 

 
JT:  Rumor says that she almost drowned! 

*** 
 

 

DMANISI, Georgia (BHN) —  Scientists say a 1.8-million-year-old skull discovered under a 

medieval Georgian village may be the missing evidence Darwinian evolutionists have been 

seeking. 

 

"This find is strong and compelling evidence of a link between primates and humans," said 

one prominent scientist. 

 

The fossil is the most complete pre-human skull uncovered, and gave researchers the 

opportunity to rebuild it using contemporary forensic methods. The finished product gives 

insight into what our ancient ancestors may have looked like (below). 

  

 
 
Source:  http://www.bighairynews.com/2013/10/discovered-skull-called-missing-link.html 

 
JT:  I think the story is a fake.  Nobody can look that ugly! 

*** 
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Source:  http://peacemoonbeam.typepad.com/Obama%20finger_S.jpg 
 
JT:  This is the only communication Obama can give without teleprompters. 

*** 
 
 

 
 

Source:  http://righttruth.typepad.com/.a/6a00d83451c49a69e2019b0025dd5b970b-500wi. 

 
JT:  This is an official photo of Senator Harry Reid, the Democratic majority leader in 
the Senate who was tutored by Barack Hussein Obama.  He's either showing us his 
IQ or showing us what he thinks of himself … or both! 

*** 
 
JT:  This is important background information about Hillary Rodham Clinton who 
wants to be the next president.  Source:  http://iowntheworld.com/blog/?p=209244.  
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JT:  See the information about husband Billy-The-Cigar Clinton here.  It's as if they 
were learning from each other and didn't know it.  

*** 

 



 

https://www.billwhittle.com/mr
 
JT:  He'll never be president.  There are too many POLDS.

 

 

Source:  http://peacemoonbeam.typepad.com/moronosphere
 
JT:  This is the new logo for the collective lamestream media.

 
 
http://topconservativenews.com/2013/10/muslim
swedish-children-in-seven-months
"In the first seven months of 2013, over 1,000 Swedish women reported being raped 
by Muslim immigrants. Over 300 of those were under the age of 15. The number of 
rapes is up 16% compared to 2012 numbers."
 
JT:  Why get upset?  The rapists were only doing what Mohamme
weren’t they introducing the young Swedis
paradise that is Islam?  Rumor says that some of the rapists were crying 
Allah, my moon god!  Please shine on
tonight! 
 
For interesting reports about Muslims go to this list which is practically infinite. 
http://www.reddit.com/user/Ulfberht1979

 
 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLg4bKslQm8#t=156
 
JT:  Quite a bit of information that you al
including it's a sham, but what Obama never told you about …

 
 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article
10m-public-money-vacations.html
 
JT:  I just can't believe that someone as grass roots as 
that much money on vacations.  Ooops, grass is another word for money!!!

le.com/mr-virtual-president/your-government-1-legislation

JT:  He'll never be president.  There are too many POLDS. 
*** 

 
 

http://peacemoonbeam.typepad.com/moronosphere

JT:  This is the new logo for the collective lamestream media. 
*** 

http://topconservativenews.com/2013/10/muslim-immigrants-raped-over
months-of-2013/  

st seven months of 2013, over 1,000 Swedish women reported being raped 
by Muslim immigrants. Over 300 of those were under the age of 15. The number of 
rapes is up 16% compared to 2012 numbers." 

JT:  Why get upset?  The rapists were only doing what Mohamme
weren’t they introducing the young Swedish women and still-children 
paradise that is Islam?  Rumor says that some of the rapists were crying 

Please shine on me when I do your and Mohammed's

interesting reports about Muslims go to this list which is practically infinite. 
http://www.reddit.com/user/Ulfberht1979  

*** 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLg4bKslQm8#t=156 

JT:  Quite a bit of information that you always wanted to hear about Obama
including it's a sham, but what Obama never told you about … practically all of it.

*** 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2029615/Michelle-Obama-accused
ations.html 

JT:  I just can't believe that someone as grass roots as Moosechelle
that much money on vacations.  Ooops, grass is another word for money!!!

*** 
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legislation 

http://peacemoonbeam.typepad.com/moronosphere-x.png. 

over-300-

st seven months of 2013, over 1,000 Swedish women reported being raped 
by Muslim immigrants. Over 300 of those were under the age of 15. The number of 

JT:  Why get upset?  The rapists were only doing what Mohammed did and really, 
children females to the 

paradise that is Islam?  Rumor says that some of the rapists were crying Allah, Allah, 
and Mohammed's will 

interesting reports about Muslims go to this list which is practically infinite. 

ways wanted to hear about ObamaCare, 
practically all of it. 

accused-spending-

Moosechelle would spend 
that much money on vacations.  Ooops, grass is another word for money!!! 
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Source:  http://sadhillnews.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/michelle-obama-makeup-artist-15000-per-day-sad-hill-news1.jpg 

 
JT:  Rumor has it that Bo The Dog now mistakes her for a tree. 

*** 
 
 

Barack Hussein Obama is a TERRORIST 
 
JT:  The position is clearly stated here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOV6uvB3HvU 

*** 
 
 
 
 
http://www.angelfire.com/ak2/intelligencerreport/see_america.html 
 
 
JT:  Sit back and enjoy it … many times. 

*** 
 
 
Frederick William Dame 
Patriotic, Steadfast, and True 
October 22, 2012. 


